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June 2019 
 
Dear Parents,  
 

I would like to take this opportunity to say “Welcome to 
Second Grade!!” I am so excited to have your child in my class 
next year! We are going to have an awesome year full of learning 
and FUN! With summer almost here, there are a few things I 
would like you to be aware of for September, to ensure an easy 
transition for your child.  
 

The summer is a great time to reinforce and practice the 
skills your child has learned in first grade. In order to best 
prepare your child for the upcoming school year, please review 
basic math and addition facts, and KEEP READING!! :-) This 
will be beneficial for a smooth transition into second grade. I 
have attached a copy of a second grade summer recommended 
reading list. This list provides age appropriate reading materials 



for your child. There are books listed anywhere from series, 
fiction, and non-fiction. I have also attached a Summer Reading 
Log your child may complete to track their reading this summer! 
Some educational websites that would be great for your child are 
listed below: 
 
● Pbskids.org 
● Storybird.com 
● mathgames.com 
● abcya.com 
● aplusmath.com 
● aaamath.com 
● ixl.com/math 

 
Each child will be required to complete a Flat Stanley book 

report this summer. I have attached the directions and necessary 
materials for this assignment. This assignment is to be handed in 
the first week of school. Your child will have an opportunity to 
present all of their hard work to the class! 

 
Supplies for Second Grade 2019-2020: 

 
The only supplies that need to be purchased through the school 
in September will be 4 copybooks, 1 theme tablet, 1 homework 
folder, and 1 homework planner. All other supplies may be 
bought during the summer!  
 
Students will need:  
● Sharpened pencils (please no mechanical pencils) 



● 2 Large erasers or 1 pack of pencil-top erasers
● 1 Children’s scissors
● 2 Glue sticks
● 1 Yellow highlighter
● 1 Ruler (including inches and centimeters)
● 1 Pack of crayons
● 1 Pack of colored pencils
● 4 Two pocket folders- these will be used for our four

different subjects if you could please purchase folders the
colors of Yellow, Red, Green, and Blue in an effort to keep
students organized

● 2 Marble composition books (any color)
● 2 Jumbo book socks
● 1 Large zippered pouch (to hold supplies)

I am looking forward to a great year in second grade! Have a fun 
and safe summer! God bless!  

Sincerely, 

Miss Tyler 



 
Flat Stanley Summer Project 2019 

 
Dear families, 
 
Our class will be using the book Flat Stanley by Jeff Brown for many 
cross-curricular activities at the beginning of the school year. It is a 
fictitious story about a boy who is flattened one night when a huge 
bulletin board falls on top of him. Being a good sport, he makes the most 
of it and is able to do things such as slip under doors and fly  like a kite for 
his brother. His family finds that because he is flat it is much less 
expensive to mail him on journeys than to purchase an airplane or train 
ticket.  
 
Over summer break, I would like Flat Stanley to visit with all of the 
families in our class. Your child is required to read the book Flat Stanley 
by Jeff Brown and then use the enclosed pattern to create their own 
unique Flat Stanley. You may even dress him/her to look just like you! 
Your child will be required to create their own Flat Stanley that will then 
be mailed to TWO family members, friends, neighbors, or anyone else 
willing to take Stanley in for the week! Once Flat Stanley has traveled 
twice, your child will complete three journal entries about the exciting 
things Stanley does with YOUR family during summer break. Your child 
should have five entries altogether. More are always welcome, but no less 
than five. Feel free to document Stanley’s adventures through the use of 
photographs or drawings too!  
 
Attached to this letter you will find a letter that you may mail with your 
child’s Flat Stanley detailing our project (make sure your child signs the 
letter before it is mailed!), a guide to help your child address their 
envelope, and three journal entries your child will use to detail their own 
experiences with stanley. I ask that with these different components of 



our project your child take their entries and construct a book (this can be 
made simply out of construction or computer paper and a staple). Your 
child should have a cover page with their first and last name recorded. 
Please include in your child’s Flat Stanley Book the envelopes that have 
been mailed and letter returned from Stanley’s caretaker!  
To give you (or whomever your child will mail their Flat Stanley to) a 
better understanding of this project, I thought it would be best to inform 
you of the places I plan to bring Stanley over the summer break. I would 
like Stanley to visit with my family at holiday picnics, to come to the shore 
with me when I go to the beach, and to even assist me when it is time to 
get the classroom ready for school in September!  
 
When class resumes in September, the children will have the opportunity 
to discuss and present all of the fabulous places that their Flat Stanley 
visited. This is a great opportunity for creative writing and public 
speaking. I can’t wait to hear about Stanley’s summer break adventures!   
 
Happy Reading!  
 
Miss. Tyler  
Second Grade  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dear friend, 

I have just finished reading a fun book entitled Flat Stanley, by Jeff Brown. 
It is a fictitious story about a boy who is flattened one night when a huge 
bulletin board falls on top of him. Being a good sport, he makes the most 
of it and is able to do things such as slip under doors and fly  like a kite for 
his brother. His family finds that because he  
is flat it is much less expensive to mail him on journeys than to purchase 
an airplane or train ticket.  

As a class summer project, I have made my own “Flat Stanley” to mail to 
someone outside our area.  

Here is how you can make my project a success: 
● Take pictures of my Flat Stanley at different places so I can learn a

little more about where you live.
● At the end of my Flat Stanley’s stay, please write me a letter about all

of the fun adventures he/she had!
● After about two weeks or so, please mail my Flat Stanley and any

pictures and extras back to the following address:

● Feel free to include other items from your
state/country/neighborhood that you’d like to share such as
brochures, postcards, or other various things distinct to your area!
This is completely optional, of course, but would be an extra special
surprise to the class!

I look forward to learning more about where you live! 

Sincerely, 
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